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Fate of SC, ST, OBC Reservation !

SC, ST, OBC Bahujans are euphoric that 1) a Bahujan 
government will come at center and 2) it will restore their reservation 
(representation). Let us objectively assess these possibilities.

1. Because of EVM manipulation there can not be a free and 
fair election. All upper caste Non-BJP parties including communists 
and left parties will only do lip service in verbally opposing election 
through EVMs. With their covert support, election commission will 
conduct election through EVMs sparingly introducing vvpat (Voter 
verified paper audit trail). Therefore, Bahujan parties will not receive 
sufficient number of seats to form their own government. The EVMs 
will give significant number of seats to Congress followed by BJP. 
All Brahminist parties including so called leftist parties will support 
Congress to form a Brahminist government. As usual, Bahujan 
parties will unconditionally support Congress government falsely 
labeling it secular.

In case, the election is conducted through the ballot papers 
the situation will be more or less same because :-  

1) It is alleged that Ballot boxes are secretly changed with 
the already prepared ballot boxes at administrative levels to rig the 
election. Election commission arranges such election schedule that 
ballot boxes remain in administrative custody for sufficient time with 
ample opportunity to change actual ballot boxes with the already 
prepared ballot boxes.

2) RSS will again forge a secret alliance with congress and 
will see that upper caste votes are selectively diverted to upper caste 
congress candidates. As a result of such secret RSS alliance with 
congress, previously BJP was reduced to 2 seats. 

3) All upper caste parties including so called communists 
and leftists have their student and youth wings vigorously chanting 
Ambedkar and anti Manuist slogans simply to fool SC, ST, OBC, 
masses to vote for their Brahminist parties. This will harm prospects 
of Bahujan parties. Similarly, more and more Bahujan parties have 
emerged who will destroy each others' election prospects giving 
victory to Arya-Brahmin parties.
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4) All Bahujan parties contest significant number of upper 

caste candidates. If needed, they will support Brahminist Congress 
government at center. 

5) Through CBI threat and blackmail some of the Bahujan 
party leaders will also support a Brahminist Congress government.

Therefore, a Bahujan government at center is a rarest  
possibility particularly, if such a Bahujan government is 
determined to restore SC, ST, OBC reservation and Sacchar 
committee report for Muslims. BJP had pulled down BSP 
government in Uttar Pradesh who was doing pro-Bahujan work 
under the supervision of Kanshiram.

How a Bahujan Government can come ?
1. To protect reservation and Indian constitution, SC, ST, OBC 

and minority masses should pledge to ensure that they should cast 
vote to Bahujan candidates only who have proved themselves sincere 
for Bahujan cause. They should not vote upper caste candidates at 
any cost. SC, ST, OBC Bahujan masses should collectively assert that 
no upper caste candidate should contest election on SC, ST, OBC  
party tickets. Who will educate masses for he same ?

2. Force Bahujan parties to take clear cut stand that Brahminist 
Congress and BJP are enemies of Bahujan rights. They simply are 
Nagnath and Sanpnath. Who will compel them to ? 

3. Ensure that district administrations do not have a chance 
to change the ballot boxes / EVM control units and VVPATS and 
ensure immediate counting of votes. Do any party has ssuch a 
fullproof plan ?

4. Stop supporting Congress by labeling  it Secular. Let election 
be conducted again if no party is able to form a government. In next 
election Bahujan parties will emerge more stronger. Bahujan parties 
that sell party tickets to candidates can not take such a decisive 
stance.

In short, above requirements are less likely to be fulfilled 
because of several contradictions among the SC, ST, OBC and 
Minority political parties. We can not disscuss all of hem here. 
Therefore, hope for a Bahujan government at center is very rare 
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possibility. 

Can Congress Government Protect Reservation ?
Congress is a hard core Brahminist party and is not different 

from BJP in ensuring Brahmin monopoly in every field. They 
work in collusion and differ only in their approach. 

Congress will never restore SC, ST, OBC reservation and 
200 point roster because Congress itself had formulated 13 
point roster system. Congress did not give SC, ST, OBC quota in 
women's reservation bill. 

In response to Mandal Commision report, Congress had 
introduced privatization which BJP implemented in full swing. 
Congress prepared ground for BJP by installing Ram effigy in Babri 
mosque. Then it was easy for BJP to demolish the Babri Mosque 
with the full secret consent of Congress. Congress had introduced 
EVM to prevent Bahujan parties from coming to power and BJP 
is protecting EVM having collusion with all Brahminist parties 
including communists and leftists. Congress had formulated law to 
access everybody's computer. BJP implemented this black law. All 
anti-people economic policies formulated by Congress are rigorously 
implemented by BJP. Therefore, it is simply a myth that upcoming 
Congress government will restore  SC, ST, OBC reservation.

Will Bahujan Parties agitate ?
We can not expect anything positive from the actions of SC, 

ST, OBC Bahujan political parties.  They have utterly failed in:-  1) 
implementing SC, ST, OBC, minority quota in women's reservation 
bill. 2) in compelling governments to fulfill SC, ST, OBC reservation 
quota.  3) in resisting privatization in every field 4) in stopping 
pathetic deterioration of basic primary education. 5) in stopping 
pathetic deterioration of government health services. 6) in resisting 
and stopping atrocities on Dalits and minorities. 5) in compelling 
BJP to declare OBC census figure and so on. 

Mainstream Bahujan political parties and Bahujan 
organizations never took any decisive position in any of the above 
issues. So called Bahujan party leaders who get huge money gifts 
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from masses for their luxury, are so habituated to live in five star 
facilities that they can no longer come to streets. Mainstream 
Bahujan parties  and organizations have lost desire to struggle. 
They take it granted that their caste voters have no alternative but 
to vote their party alone. 

Therefore, present SC, ST, OBC mainstream political parties 
are more prone to protect Brahmin interest than the SC, ST, OBC, 
and Muslim interests. BSP leaders had taken pro-BJP stance in 
genocide of Muslims in Gujrat and had helped Sindhi BJP leader 
Lalkrishna Advani in Babri mosque demolition cases. Samajwadi 
party had opposed reservation in promotion and also renamed 
districts already named after Bahujan liberation warriors. RJD 
has been continuously supporting Congress unconditionally 
labeling it secular.  Bahujan parties (barring RJD), under Brahmin 
influence,  have voted for 10% reservation for upper castes having 
annual income of 8 Lakh. They are in collusion with Brahminists 
in destroying foundations of the Indian constitution. 

Previously all Bahujan parties have unanimously supported 
citizenship bill which prevents Indian citizenship to Bengali Dalits 
who were forced to migrate to India under the victimization by East 
Pakistan (Bangladesh) Brahmins converted to Islam. As a result, the 
Bengali Dalits migrated to India before several decades and their 
children born in India are being hunted and forcibly pushed into no 
man's land at India-Bangladesh border. They are killed whichever 
border they try to enter. Such a brutal vengeance on Bengali Dalits 
is being continued with silent approval of so called Bahujan parties 
and organizations. 

Victimized Dalits from Gohana and Mirchpur were forced to 
take refuge in Delhi since last several years. No Bahujan political 
party helped them. Not protecting the SC, ST, OBC, Muslim 
Bahujans simply means supporting Brahminist oppressors.

Ask yourself, how many political parties have started 
decisive struggle against 13 point roster system ? Some political 
parties have symbolically displayed their presence through their 
Dalit party leaders with the intention to gain politically in 2019 
parliamentary election from this grave situation. More is the 
public anger more they will benefit. Therefore, they are less likely to 
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agitate against 13 point roster. It is not surprising that no Bahujan 
political party or organization went to supreme court against 13 
point roster. They are only blaming government lawyer for not 
pleading in court.  How could you expect Brahminist government 
lawyer will sincerely  present Bahujan case ?  Leaders of Bahujan 
parties and organizations do not really want a sincere struggle. 
They  can never raise themselves above their party interests and 
agitate for the social cause that involves risks of all kinds.

Brahminist Policy against Bahujan Agitation
1) BJP  government is completely ignoring the Bahujan protests 

against 13 point roster and reservation to upper castes as if the 
agitation does not exist.  Government will not bother no matter how 
long Bahujans continue their protest. Arya-Brahmin government 
hopes that as a result of apathy from some mainstream Bahujan 
party leaders, their party workers (Bhakts) will not whole 
heartedly participate in the agitation being carried out by social 
activists and therefore, the agitation will fade away soon.

2) Manu-Media more or less as a whole has completely 
blacked out Bahujan protest. Only newsclick.in and NDTV has 
shown a small report of Bahujan protest organized on 31 January 
2019 at Delhi. Gandhi and Nehru both were hardcore enemies of 
Mulniwasi Bahujan Samaj. Gandhi-Nehru Bhakt Ravish Kumar 
and the NDTV so far (dt. 07 February 2019) has no time for 
discussing 13 point roster.

3. If common masses participate and Bahujan agitation 
intensify, on Arya-Brahmin behest, police will crush the Bahujan 
protesters. Upendra Kushvaha's example is recent. As usual, 
police will file false cases against talented students, youths and 
employees labeling them Naxalites and will destroy their career. 
Brahminist governments will not hesitate to shoot and kill SC, 
ST, OBC, protesters.

4. Sangh Parivar is determined to finish SC, ST, OBC 
reservation at any cost. Sangh Parivar is fully equipped and 
prepared for a civil war against SC, ST, OBCs and minorities 
to establish Manusmriti constitution in India. They have their 
militant organizations. They already have destroyed autonomy 
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and impartiality and brought under their control every institution 
meant for check and balances.

Solution through People's Struggle
1. In  order to protect reservation and "Indian Constitution", 

Bahujan masses must depend upon their own collective strength 
because it is their own battle to avoid Manusmriti rule in India. 
Wealthy Bahujan party leaders have no fear of Manusmriti rule 
in India because, with their whole family they can luxuriously 
settle themselves in any country they like. Therefore, this is a do 
or die struggle for the masses who will suffer from 13 point roster. 

2. Stop unproductive and self-victimizing struggles that 
weakens Bahujans physically, economically and politically. 
Our agitation must weaken oppressors and strengthen masses 
in progression. 

3. Demonstrate in every Bahujan Basti (ward) to aware 
common masses and gather "Society patronage" to the agitation 
being launched. Bahujan masses as a whole can easily support 
and protect agitation and activists by all means. Prepare 
common masses of every ward of concerned city to defend 
court cases economically. 

Various sections of society should also come out in 
support of this struggle, particularly Valmiki community 
which can paralyze the Brahminist government in a few days. 

4. No rights are achieved unless the exploiters and 
oppressors are compelled to do so. In the struggle of great 
Ayyankali, Dalits got their human rights by shedding their own  
as well as upper caste blood. Kanshiram use to say that unless 
you press throat / nose of the oppressor his mouth will not open. 
Therefore, there is a need to start non-cooperation movement 
in every possible area that should compel Arya-Brahminists to 
restore reservation. 

5. SC, ST, OBC, minority Bahujans must empower 
themselves by collectively pledging to i) to stop feeding 
Brahminists oppressors, remove TV dishes from your own houses  
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ii) stop buying newspapers and magazines published by Arya-
Brahminists. iii) Stop viewing movies of Brahminist Bollywood. 
These movies intentionally show heroes as Brahmins to instill 
mentality of Brahmin slavery in the minds of the Bahujans. Use 
internet selectively for entertainment. iv) Stop making Arya-
Brahmins rich by not viewing sports dominated by Arya-Brahmin 
players. v) Stop buying anything from Arya-Brahminists that is 
not most essential.

6. Create Bahujan alternatives for every thing. Promote 
Bahujan shops and business. Develop Bahujan economy. 
Collectively buy directly from Bahujan farmers. (For more 
empowering actions download the awareness pdf book "Fake Vs 
Genuine Struggle for Social Justice" available free of cost at : 
https://www.bahujanmarch.org).

Bahujans through their experiences will find many 
programs that will give results in expected direction. We have 
complete faith in creativity of Bahujan activists sincere in their 
social cause.

   ----------------


